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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: In this methodology paper we describe the development of a lung nodule management algorithm
specifically for patients undergoing cardiac CT.
Methods: We modified the Lung-RADS algorithm specifically to manage lung nodules incidentally detected on
cardiac CT (Lung-RADS for cardiac CT). We will evaluate the modified algorithm as part of the DISCHARGE trial
(www.dischargetrial.eu) in which patients with suspected coronary artery disease are randomly assigned to
cardiac CT or invasive coronary angiography across Europe at 16 sites involving 3546 patients. Patients will be
followed for up to four years.
Results: The major adjustments to Lung-RADS specifically for cardiac CT relate to 1) incomplete coverage of the
lungs by cardiac CT compared with chest CT, and when to order a completion chest CT versus a follow up chest
CT, 2) cardiac CT findings will not trigger annual lung-cancer screening, and 3) a lower threshold of at least
10mm for classifying new ground glass nodules as probably benign (category 3).
Conclusions: The DISCHARGE trial will assess a lung nodule management algorithm designed specifically for
cardiac CT in patients with stable chest pain across Europe.

1. Introduction

Screening for lung cancer in high-risk groups using computed to-
mography (CT) with low-dose techniques is increasing based on the
relative reduction in lung-cancer mortality demonstrated in the na-
tional lung cancer screening trial (NLST) and Nelson trials [1,2]. The
debate has principally centered around nodule size criteria for further
investigation [3] and the cost implementation of such screening pro-
grams, i.e., which patient groups have a high enough risk to benefit
from CT screening and whether or not smoking cessation programs
should be incorporated into CT programs [4]. The US Preventive Ser-
vices Task Force has recommended annual chest CT screening for lung
cancer in patients who are over 55 years of age, have had at least 30
pack years, and are active smokers or have quit smoking in the last 15
years [5].

Lung nodules are one of the commonest incidental findings on
cardiac CT in patients with a low-intermediate pretest probability of

suspected stable coronary artery disease [6]. No lung nodule manage-
ment recommendations specifically exist for cardiac CT, despite many
such patients referred for cardiac CT fulfilling the above age and lung-
cancer risk criteria for CT lung-cancer screening. A major issue for
cardiac CT is that it does not cover the entire lungs but only the lung
parenchyma within the cardiac scan range. Therefore, recommenda-
tions such as the Lung-RADS and Fleischner models may not apply
identically in clinical situations where cardiac CT is deemed appro-
priate [7]. There is no prospective data evaluating whether a full chest
CT is required immediately following cardiac CT or whether it is suf-
ficient to obtain a follow up scan. Although the most recent Fleischner
nodule guidelines make recommendations for incidentally detected
nodules on incomplete thoracic CT scans, they are based on CT lung-
cancer screening programs [8] rather than cardiac CT trials.

Thus, we have as part of the prospective European multicentre
DISCHARGE trial (www.dischargetrial.eu, [9]) initiated an effort to
translate the Lung-RADS recommendations of the ACR [10] into a
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practical nodule management algorithm that is specifically designed for
cardiac CT in patients that may share risk factors with patients suitable
for lung cancer CT-screening [11]. The “Diagnostic Imaging Strategies
for Patients With Stable Chest Pain and Intermediate Risk of Coronary
Artery Disease” (DISCHARGE) study is a pragmatic randomised con-
trolled trial assessing the comparative effectiveness of cardiac CT and
invasive coronary angiography for the detection of coronary artery
disease in patients with a low-intermediate pre-test probability (10–60
%). It commenced patient recruitment in 2015 incorporating 26 clinical
centres in 16 European countries with a sample size of 3546 patients. In
this short communication we will describe the methodology by which
the lung-RADS nodule management algorithm will be modified speci-
fically for cardiac CT in the trial.

2. Methods

2.1. Background of the DISCHARGE trial

The number of randomized pragmatic trials comparing cardiac CT
to invasive coronary angiography (ICA) is limited [12]. Therefore, the
DISCHARGE trial was initiated to investigate in a randomized prag-
matic study the comparative effectiveness of coronary CTA versus ICA
in a multicenter setting across the continent of Europe. Details of the
trial methodology have been published elsewhere [9]. In the DISCHA-
RGE trial, patients with low-intermediate pre-test probability for ob-
structive CAD with stable chest pain will be randomized to coronary
CTA or ICA and outcomes will be collected on one- and up to four-year
follow-up.

2.2. Lung nodule model

As part of the trial, which commenced recruitment in 2015, it was
realized that lung nodule detection would be inevitable, and a search of
the literature was undertaken for lung nodule guidelines specific to
cardiac CT. Our literature search returned no articles based on pro-
spective data. Since many patients being evaluated for chest pain share
similar demographics and risk factors for lung cancer such as smoking,
the CT screening nodule guidelines issued by the American College of
Radiology (ACR) were deemed most suitable [10,13]. The Lung-RADS
and Fleischner nodule guidelines underwent updates (2019 and 2017
respectively) during the trial but we did not alter our modified nodule
algorithm approach during the trial based on our external advisory
board instructions.

2.3. Working group

A working group was formed for the evaluation of the lung nodule
algorithm headed by RH, JD, MD before discussion with the principal
investigators of all 16 DISCHARGE countries [9]. Modifications of
Lung-RADS to cardiac CT were considered and implemented into an
electronic clinical report form (eCRF) which included the McWilliams
calculator [14]. The DISCHARGE trial team collaboratively adjusted the

Lung-RADS recommendations specifically to the needs of cardiac CT
with assistance and external oversight of two international experts on
low-dose chest CT for lung cancer screening (EK and HUK). The
working group presented the modified nodule guidelines to and re-
ceived feedback from the entire 16-country DISCHARGE consortium on
implementing the recommendations to a cardiac CT specific patient
population. Sites will upload nodule details using the trial website eCRF
with the following details: (i) nodule versus mass, (ii) number if no-
dules, (iii) solid/part-solid/non-solid, (iv) longest and shortest dia-
meter, (v) upper lobe location, (vi) spiculations, (vii) lymphadenopathy
and (viii) rapidly enlarging GGN. Additionally, patient demographics
such as> 30 pack years and age will be inputted into the eCRF. Efforts
will made by all sites to compare the cardiac CT with any previous
imaging to assess for nodule stability.

2.4. Nodule measurements

Use of maximum intensity projections (8–10mm slab thickness) at
lung window settings will be encouraged for both cardiac CT and all
subsequent follow-up chest CT lung nodule reads [15]. For nodule size
measurements, the Lung-RADS recommendation of averaging two dia-
meters (long+ short) will be calculated and automatically rounded to
one decimal place by an electronic clinical report form (eCRF). No-
menclature such as ‘ground-glass’ and ‘nodule’ were based on defini-
tions from the glossary of terms for thoracic imaging [16]. Nodule
growth will be defined as a mean> 1.5mm.

3. Results

Modifications to the Lung-RADS paradigm were made for categories
2-4× (Table 1, Fig. 1). Categories 0 and 1 will be deemed that no
follow-up is required. For category 2 nodules, the subgroup of non-solid
nodules measuring<20mm, or ≥20mm and unchanged, the size was
reduced to<10mm, or ≥10mm and unchanged on the basis of an
increased incidence of malignancy in this nodule subcategory [17]. We
removed the term ‘slowly growing’ from this category. Because Lung-
RADS assumes a predetermined set of clinical variables as part of lung
cancer screening but patients undergoing cardiac CT may not fulfill
such criteria, we will include a specific clinical set of variables in this
category such that if patients were>55 years old, had a≥30 pack year
smoking history or< 15 years as a non-smoker they would undergo a
follow-up LDCT in 12 months. If patients are negative for these de-
mographics, no follow-up LDCT will be undertaken. Furthermore, some
category 3 and 4 nodules that remain stable will also be included in
category 2, but we changed the time interval for stability from>3
months to 18 and 27 months, respectively.

For category 3 nodules, the subgroup of non-solid nodules was
changed from ≥20mm to ≥10mm for similar reasons as category 2.
Nodules on cardiac CT classified as category 3 or 4 will all undergo a
completion whole chest LDCT. The low dose chest CT protocol re-
commended by the ACR will be used in the DISCHARGE trial.
Specifically, this involves non-contrast multidetector CT with 16 slices

Table 1
Modifications to the Lung-RADS algorithm for Cardiac CT in the DISCHARGE trial.

Category Modification Management Modifications

0 Not relevant in DISCHARGE
1 None
2 Nodule changed from 20mm to 10mm If > 55 yo, ≥30 pack yrs or non-smoking Hx<15yrs, LDCT in 12 months, if not, no LDCT F/U

Changed time for unchanged Cat 3 and 4 nodules from ≥3 months to ≥18-24 months
3 Changed NSN from ≥20mm to ≥10mm Perform whole chest LDCT
4a None Perform whole chest LDCT
4b None Perform whole chest contrast-enhanced CT
4x None Perform whole chest LDCT (Cat 3x) or contrast-enhanced CT (Cat 4x)

LDCT-low dose chest CT; pt-patient; F/U- follow up; NSN-non-solid nodule; yo-years old; Hx-history.
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or greater, gantry rotation of< 500ms, helical technique and full in-
spiration with slice thickness of< 2.5mm [10].

Patients with nodules belonging to categories 4a, 4b and 4x will
have specific management algorithms assigned depending on the ap-
pearance of the nodule or its behavior on subsequent follow-up LDCT.
This will include the use of PET-CT and/or tissue biopsy, depending on
the likelihood of malignancy. The eCRF allows a calculation of malig-
nancy likelihood based on the McWilliams calculator (Fig. 2) [14]. The
4x category will include additional features “that increase the suspicion
of malignancy.” These include findings such as nodule spiculation,
enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes or upper lobe nodule location [18].

As for all nodule recommendations, it will be emphasized that
whenever there is doubt that these recommendations do not represent
best care for an individual patient, DISCHARGE sites will be instructed
to provide best individual patient care. A hypothetical example of a
part-solid nodule is provided (Fig. 2A–D) to illustrate use of the DISC-
HARGE eCRF and its potential data entry points for an incidentally
detected lung nodule(s) on cardiac CT in the trial. For our hypothetical
part-solid nodule, data entry (Fig. 2A) facilitates diameter inputs of the
total as well as the solid component of the nodule. Specific 4x features
are also available for input as well as patient risk factors (Fig. 2B).
These inputs allow sites to choose an appropriate Lung-RADS category
and also provides a link to the McWilliams calculator (Fig. 2C) to allow
a likelihood of malignancy calculation. In our hypothetical example the
nodule in question is a 4X nodule and would undergo a percutaneous
CT guided biopsy to confirm malignancy. The eCRF has the facility to
allow an upload of the pathology report (Fig. 2D) for verification.

4. Discussion

The DISCHARGE project is a European multi-centre pragmatic trial
aiming to assess the comparative effectiveness of CT compared to ICA in
patients with stable chest pain and an intermediate probability of cor-
onary artery disease. One of several secondary objectives of this project
is the development and prospective evaluation of a lung nodule man-
agement algorithm specific to cardiac CT. Currently, there are no lung
nodule recommendations that fulfill this. Five major nodule re-
commendations (PanCan, Lung-RADS, NCCN, BTS and Fleischner)
[8,10,14,19,20] apply to contemporaneous nodule management, but
none have specifically been designed to address cardiac CT. Since lung
nodules are one of the most common incidental findings on cardiac CT,
this represents a real-life management issue for cardiothoracic radi-
ologists [21]. Overly conservative and non-evidence-based approaches

to lung nodule management can potentially lead to over-investigation,
increased patient anxiety and lead- and over-diagnosis bias [22,23].
The DISCHARGE trial offers an opportunity to develop nodule man-
agement algorithms specific to cardiac CT based on a large spectrum of
European patients from across the continent.

Patients referred for cardiac CTA will frequently have similar de-
mographics and/or risk factors to patients undergoing LDCT lung
cancer screening. For example, the age range of patients in the NLST
was between 55–77, comparable to several recently published large
cardiac CT trials [24–26]. Several risk factors, particularly smoking, are
frequently seen in both patient populations, for example in the PRO-
MISE trial the smoking prevalence of low-intermediate patients being
investigated for CAD was approximately 50 % [25]. This led us to be-
lieve that combining the lung-RADS algorithm with the McWilliams
calculator would be most suitable for our study population, since it has
proven robust in malignancy prediction in other models [27].

Two major issues exist for lung nodules detected incidentally on
cardiac CT, one is whether patients should undergo a completion CT of
the entire chest and the other is whether nodules require any follow-up,
either with or without contrast. We modified the lung-RADS re-
commendations to address these issues and will evaluate the safety and
efficacy of the modifications during the DISCHARGE trial. We omitted
whole chest CT or follow up in categories 1 and 2 (Table 1) based on
malignancy probabilities of< 1% for these groups, but we provided
patient demographics such as smoking as additional factors in this ca-
tegory to provide guidance to cardiothoracic radiologists in real-world
practice. We also aim to reduce the health burden on health sectors
across Europe whilst minimizing patient harm. Since CT lung cancer
screening programs are evolving beyond nodule evaluation alone to
additional smoking-related entities such as emphysema [28] and car-
diovascular health [29], analysis of the DISCHARGE trial data beyond
nodule assessment may provide unique insights into how these entities
influence each other and how they should be scored and managed.

Several nodule size adjustments were made to reflect the evolving
situation in nodule evaluation in lung cancer investigation. Since pub-
lication of the Lung-RADS algorithm, subsequent papers have shown an
increased likelihood of malignancy for smaller sub-solid nodules. In the
NLST, 2% of category 2 sub-solid nodules subsequently developed
malignancy [11]. Similarly, in a paper by Kakinuma et al. that assessed
non-solid nodules, approximately 10% grew and 1% developed into
invasive adenocarcinomas or minimally invasive adenocarcinomas
[17]. Thus, it became clear that lower thresholds for managing non-
solid nodules seemed prudent for cardiac CT in a non-screening

Fig. 1. Management of lung nodules in DISC-
HARGE1.
(1) Based on modifications to the Lung-RADS
algorithm.
(2) Mean diameter of longest and shortest
diameters.
(3) If prior was available.
(4) Based on definitions from the glossary of
terms for thoracic imaging (Hansell et al
Radiology 2010).
(5) Growth defined as> 1.5mm.
(6) Risk factor examples include Risk features:
Spiculation, mediastinal lymph nodes> 1 cm
small diameter, GGN that doubles in size in one
year.
(7) See main text for protocol details.
(8) eCRF provides “Brock’ likelihood of ma-
lignancy calculation.
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population [30].
Nodule cut-offs for including nodules< 6mm in category 2 is likely

to result in a small number of false negative cardiac CT results. In a
study by Pinsky et al. the NLST data was reanalyzed and compared to
the Lung-RADS algorithm. At baseline, the false-positive result rate for
Lung-RADS was 12.8% versus 26.6% for the NLST; after baseline, the
false-positive result rate was 5.3% for Lung-RADS versus 21.8% for the
NLST. Baseline sensitivity was 84.9% for Lung-RADS versus 93.5% for
the NLST, and sensitivity after baseline was 78.6% for Lung-RADS

versus 93.8% for the NLST. Whether similar diagnostic test perfor-
mance will be seen when applied to lower risk groups referred for other
tests such as cardiac CT across Europe is currently unknown. Several
studies that have applied existing nodule guidelines (Fleischner, BTS) to
cardiac CT in patients with acute coronary syndrome [31] and stable
chest pain [22] have shown a reduction in number of follow-up studies
with no missed malignancies. Studies assessing the McWilliams calcu-
lator outside of CT lung cancer screening populations have shown it to
have a high predictive discrimination of potentially malignant and
benign nodules when validated in an unselected, heterogeneous clinical
population [32]. Results of the DISCHARGE trial will provide an insight
into the applicability of modified Lung-RADS and the McWilliams cal-
culator to patient populations undergoing cardiac CT and provide fur-
ther information on the likely benefits but also potential drawbacks of
the management of lung nodules detected by cardiac CT.

The DISCHARGE trial provides a unique opportunity to study the
Lung-RADS algorithmic approach applied to cardiac CT across a wide
range of cultures and countries in a pragmatic trial setting. While single
center and national studies provide answers to these questions at a
domestic level, it is hoped in the DISCHARGE trial that continental
trends across all sites may allow insights into the applicability of a
modified Lung-RADS algorithm to patient populations beyond the CT
lung cancer screening models and assess cultural and demographics
differences influencing nodule detection and management at a unique
societal and population level.
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Fig. 2. Subsections of the eCRF showing lung nodule data entry inputs along
modified pathways specific for cardiac CT. A hypothetical example of an in-
cidentally detected part-solid nodule on cardiac CT is provided. (A) The eCRF
automatically calculates mean nodule size (arrow) from inputted long and short
diameters. (B) Additional features suggestive of malignancy along with patient
risk factors (arrow) can be inputted. In this hypothetical example the nodule
would fulfill criteria for a Lung-RADS category 4x nodule. (C) A whole chest
contrast-enhanced CT is recommended for this category, the findings of which
can be inputted and the McWilliams calculator is available via an online link
(arrow) to obtain a likelihood of nodule malignancy. In our hypothetical ex-
ample it calculates a malignancy likelihood of 44.3 %. (D) For a nodule with a
44.3 % likelihood of malignancy a percutaneous CT-guided biopsy to obtain
confirmation of malignancy can be inputted. The pathology report can be up-
loaded to the eCRF (arrow).
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